
At the dining table, on the couch or in bed: many employees have
swapped their office workstation for working from home due to Corona.
But only a few are really equipped to work from home for weeks.
Although the kitchen table functions as a short-term solution, the longer
the homework phase lasts, the more important an ergonomic, functional
workplace becomes for concentrated work.

Sitting correctly is important for working at home permanently. The seat
height and the height of the work desk must be coordinated to prevent
back and neck pain. An ergonomic office chair is therefore also
indispensable. In addition, the work surface should be large enough so
that the laptop or monitor can be placed on the table with sufficient
distance.

Numerous companies support their employees in their search for
suitable furnishing solutions. But the employees themselves are also
beginning to design their working from home professionally and to put
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plans that have been in place for a long time into practice – not only
because it is not foreseeable that they will return to the office, but also
because working from home will certainly play a greater role than
before even after the Corona crisis.

Together with its dealer partners, ophelis currently offers fast-delivery
package solutions that are both ergonomic and functional as well as
homely. The combinations include – depending on individual
requirements and space – electromotive sit-/stand-desks from the CL
series or space-efficient folding tables on castors and the flexible “my
stuff” storage space. The package is complemented by the deem bench
on castors, which offers space for working from home and home
schooling at the same time.

The ophelis special offer package is available from local partners while
stocks last. The table is delivered and professionally assembled.
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The ergonomic sit-stand workstation also for working at home
The electromotive sit-/stand desk of the CL series allows alternately
sitting and standing. Suitable for working from home, desk size 1600 x
800 mm, square tube base, frame: white, electrical height adjustment
from 650 – 1.250 mm, with fixed table top 25 mm in white, hinged cable
duct on both sides, triple socket, 3-meter connection cable, cable chain

“my stuff”: Storage space for working from home
Everything in one place: “my stuff” holds all office supplies. It is
attached under the table with a guide rail or simply placed on the desk
or shelf. The dividers separate the box and provide additional order.
my stuff weighs 560 grams, light grey melange and has the following
dimensions W x D x H: 287 x 370 x 130 mm

The space-efficient secondary workplace at home
The mobile folding table is a flexible variant for creating a quiet
workplace in a domestic environment. Quick and easy to roll up to any
place – space-saving when not in use.

The deem bench
Working from home and home schooling have to run parallel? There is
space for everyone on the deem bench and thanks to castors it is easy
to move to where it is needed.
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